Abstract

An Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system is a comprehensive packaged software solution composed of several configurable modules that integrate, firmly and in one single system, the core business activities through the automatization of information flows and the use of a shared database. In the process of integration of the packaged are incorporated the best practices, to facilitate the decision making, to reduce costs and to improve the directive control, and eventually, to reach the efficient and effective use of the enterprise resources. The scientific interest in ERP systems began around the year 2000, and since then, several authors have proposed research agendas associated with this technology; however, as far as we know, there is not an analysis of the evolution of these agendas. In this context, this study aims to explore the research topics in ERP systems and determine trends associated with them. This study uses data extracted from articles published between 2002 and 2019 in information system journals incorporated in WoS. The total number of studies for this exploration was 231; all of them contain “Enterprise Resource Planning” in their title or abstract. The research consisted of three steps that included, first, preprocessing of titles and abstracts, second, determination of topics with Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), and third, trend analysis. The preprocessing involved tokenization, stemming, and stop-word removal. LDA is a topic modeling method, unsupervised and probabilistic, that extracts topics from a document collection. LDA analyzes the words in each document and calculates the joint probability distribution between the words observed and the hidden structure unobserved of the topics. This study identified a local minimum of perplexity (= 246.8) with a classification in 18 topics. This number of topics is near to the number of topics indicated in the ERP research agendas. In order to analyze the research trends, a model based on five topics was used (perplexity = 376.4). This choice is the result of the revision of the models of 2 to 18 topics. In the case of topic1, the five most frequent tokens are implement*, enterpris*, culture*, assimil*, and technolog*; consequently, it is labeled cultura&implementation. For topic2, the five most frequent tokens are implement*, firm*, enterpris*, technolog*, and organ*; therefore, it is labeled implementation. The five most frequent tokens for topic3 are cloud*, trust*, cost*, profit*, and vendor*; thus, it is labeled markets. In the case of topic4, the five most frequent tokens are user*, enterpris*, perceive*, satisfact*, and train; accordingly, it is labeled users. Finally, the five most frequent tokens for topic5 are busi*, enterpris*, company, integr*, and oper*; therefore, it is labeled operation. Lastly, the trend analysis indicates that the studies on users and markets are on the increase, and on the other hand, those on implementation and operation decrease. The conclusions of the study indicate that there is a trend in ERP research, which leaves behind technical elements associated with implementation and operation and focuses on socio-technological issues. Since this study is an exploration, the findings should be taken carefully.
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